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Word-family map

counter's
counters
countered
countering

countertop
over-the-counter

encounter
counters
encountered
countering
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Homes (2-3)
Multiple-meaning-word map

One problem with watching TV is that we don't really "do anything." We sit and stare at the **screen**. (Television time)

I hold the **screen** door open for all the aunties carrying heaping plates of food. Watch out! Coming through! (Dumpling soup)

**screen**

a flat surface that can show a picture (n)

One day a nurse brought Luke a special tool. The tool looked like a computer keyboard connected to a **screen**. Luke typed a sentence. He saw the words on the **screen**. (Luke's voice)

| "Have you seen Oz?"
| "Oh, no," returned the soldier; "I have never seen him. But I spoke to him as he sat behind his **screen** and gave him your message. (The wonderful Wizard of Oz)
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Multiple-meaning-word map

The materials used to create junk art are often ugly and appear to be useless, like pieces of junk. The works of art are meant to show the amount of materials that humans waste.

(Junk art)

to use something that is not needed or to not use something that could be helpful (v)

"Anya," she said. "Don't waste time. There is a lot of work to be done."

(Nicholas wanted a hamster)

Nearly half of all fruit and vegetables are thrown out, experts say. They are wasted by stores and by people.

(Food produce)

There is a tube through your body. Food goes in one end of the tube, and waste comes out the other end.

(Voyage of a cracker)

Water pollution is another kind of pollution. Rain and melting snow can wash dirt and other materials into the water. Wastes from cities, factories, and farms can get into the water.

(How pollution affects the environment)

garbage, or a part of something that isn't useful anymore (n)